
distribution of members among the various sections. The
eleven sections existing at present are to be reduced to six,
the lines of which will not be so closely drawn, so that it
will be possible to admit to membership specialists for whom,
under the present condition of affairs, it is difficult to find
places.

BERLIN
(From Our Regular Correspondent)

Dec. 2, 1922.
Injurious Effects of Hypnosis

Prof. H. Schultz, formerly an assistant of the Jena
psychiatrist Professor Binswanger, but now director of the
Lahmann Sanatorium at the "Weisse Hirsch" near Dresden,
published recently an enlightening article on the injuries to
health caused by hypnosis. By hypnosis we mean, of course,
the bringing about of a changed consciousness through the
influence of words and other forms of suggestion. The sug-
gestion is transmitted through the application of highly uni-
form stimuli; for instance, through fixing the gaze on a

certain point or by looking the suggestor fixedly in the eye
(fascination) ; by slow, uniform strokes or passes applied to
the body of the subject, as is done in representations of ani-
mal magnetism, and by still other methods. Everything
depends on the will of the subject. Only subjects that volun-
tarily place themselves at the disposal of the operator or

those that are more or less influenced by embarrassment,
fear, unrest, mystical clouding of judgment, and the like, are

brought by these measures into an hypnotic state, in which
various manifestations are produced according to whatever
turn the operator gives the situation. Frequently, when the
subject has come out of the hypnotic state, he has only a

dim recollection of what has occurred. Especially charac¬
teristic for hypnosis is an extraordinary receptivity for ideas
(heightened suggestibility). While it is true that even in a

waking condition every thought has the tendency to be trans¬
lated into some manifestation of the will or the emotions,
this tendency toward realization becomes in the hypnotic state

extremely accentuated. The higher qualities of the mind,
such as judgment, self-determination and clear orientation,
are, in the hypnotic condition, beclouded and inactive. Just
as, in the waking state, a purpose does not occupy perma¬
nently the consciousness of the wilier but breaks its way
through only after the lapse of a certain length of time, so

it is with the realization of ideas received while in a hypnotic
state ; they often appear after a long time has elapsed, and
their origin remains obscure to the one who experiences
them. For instance, the hypnotized subject is told to be
present in a few days at a certain place at a certain hour.
He does as he is told, but usually avers that he did not
know that he was acting under hypnotic influence, and
assigns other reasons for his actions.

It would be an entirely false conception to conceive of
these manifestations as merely a harmless play of the imag¬
ination. A living man is an organic unit, and emotions that
are called forth in a hypnotized subject cause distinct and
pronounced variations in metabolism. For instance, if the
suggestion is given the subject that he is swallowing milk,
the gastric secretion will be different from that produced if
the suggested fluid is bouillon. While these phenomena are

analogous to those occurring in the waking condition, there
is one manifestation that is characteristic of hypnotic
experiments, the reversing of consciousness. Hypnosis is an

experiment on the brain. Therefoie, no conscientious physi¬
cian will hypnotize a subject unless he has good reason to
do so, any more than he would perform a surgical operation
unless the indications were present, and the conception that
hypnosis is based on cerebral changes, and the evidence of

the accompanying accentuated general bodily modifications
make it readily understood that careless playing with these
things in unsuitable cases may lead to grave injuries to
health. These injuries consist of unpleasant after-effects,
such as a feeling of pressure in the head, dizziness, distur¬
bances of sleep, disturbances of speech, and a state of motor
or nervous excitement, and are due either to false technic
or—which is even more serious—to the selection of unsuit¬
able subjects for the experiment.

Nervous persons of all kinds, especially if there is a dis¬
position to mental disease, may become seriously ill if they
are the subjects in ill advised experiments in hypnotism.
For hypnotic experiments only such persons may be employed
as have been declared suitable by physicians familiar with
the conditions. The layman is entirely incapable of passing
judgment in this matter. Any knowledge of the subject that
is worth while can be obtained only by special and thorough
scientific training, and any person who jeopardizes the health
of his fellow men by instituting, under the guise of experi¬
mentation, sensational stunts in hypnotism is criminally cul¬
pable. Mental disturbances lasting several months as the
result of hypnosis applied to unsuitable subjects are fully
attested, and there have been numerous penalties imposed on

hypnotic operators on account of the impairment of the health
of their subjects.

Besides the dangers to health, there are grave social dan¬
gers associated with an improper use of hypnotism. Hyp¬
notic experiments if abused may easily lead to the enslave¬
ment of a subject, which may be taken advantage of by
unscrupulous persons. The question whether a person in a

hypnotic state may be induced against his will to commit a

crime through automatic compliance with a suggestion does
not seem to present very serious aspects. Schultz thinks that
such a thing would be impossible.

A Scheme of Automatic Fee Adjustment
Since the cash fees that physicians receive for their ser¬

vices these days, partly on account of the depreciation of
the circulating medium and partly owing to the high prices
of foodstuffs, are often insufficient to pay their living
expenses, they often resort in agricultural regions to the
scheme of accepting payment in kind for their services. For
instance, the physicians in Allgäu, Bavaria, have made butter
the basis of their liquidations. For every consultation during
their regular office hours they exact 1 pound of butter, and
for a domiciliary visit they require lVz pounds of butter to
be furnished them. In the Rhine Province the physicians
have made wheat the basis of payment. For an office con¬

sultation the minimum charge is 3 pounds of wheat; for a

call in the home they figure 5 pounds of wheat; for a double
kilometer of extra mileage they demand 1% pounds; for a

confinement, 50 pounds, and for the management of premature
birth, 25 pounds.

Marriages
Daniel E. Berney, Scranton, Pa., to Miss Rose Marie

Quittelier of Brussels, Belgium, in Brussels, October 30.
Thomas C. Witherspoon-, Butte, Mont., to Miss Rita De

Courtney of Anaconda, December 15.
Philip Childs Potter, New York, to Miss Zaidee Tilling-hast, Milton, Mass., December 16.
William A. Bradshaw, Pittsburgh, to Miss Helen Logan

of Carnegie, Pa., October 28.
Simon Leonard Victor to Miss Doris D. Levy, both of

Pittsburgh, November 30.
Laurence M. Codori to Marie A. Silk, both of Philadelphia,

November 30.
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